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Video Upload Checklist 

Here are your step-by-step ingredients to uploading video to YouTube for maximum Search Engine Optimization. 

Ingredients #1: Before You Upload 

 Decide on your keyword for the video you are creating 

 Make sure you say your keyword in your video within the first sentence. Then repeat your keyword 1 or 2 

more times throughout the video.  

 Name your vide file with your keyword. Ex. Marketing-Ingredients.mp4 

 Use dashes only in your fine name. NO space and NO_ or other characters. ONLY DASHES!  

 Is the keyword for this video also in your channel’s keywords? Found under Channel Tab  Advanced 

 If using a transcription service have your video transcribed.  

Ingredient #2 YouTube Optimization Upload 

 Upload the Video 

 Basic Info Tab 
 Change privacy setting to public 

 Write the posts to your subscribers. Use your keywords 

 Make Sure the G+ box is checked 

 Do NOT check Facebook (my recommendation. See step #4 for explanation)  

 Choose the same category for all your videos in your channel. Decide on one category then use it 

consistently.  

 Give your video and engaging title. Use your keyword in the title 1 or 2 times                            

Ex. Marketing Ingredients YouTube Training | Marketing Ingredients 

 Write a description (300 words is recommended) 

 Use your keyword in the first sentence and as close to the beginning of the description as possible.  

 Then link to your website for your CTA offer (must be in http://yourwebsite form) 

 Continue writing more contents and repeat your keywords 2-3 more times 

 Tags: Use the keyword for this video as the first tag. Then related keywords for additional tags.  

 When typing your keywords in, use quotes around them. “Marketing Ingredients”.  

 Choose an engaging thumbnail. Pick a YouTube one or create your own. 

 Add a Playlist 

 Click on the Add to Playlist 

 Select a playlist or create a new one 

 Add this video to as many playlists as are appropriate 

 Check at the bottom to make sure your work is saved.  

 Move on to the next tab 

 

 Monetized – This is optional 

Section to monetize is optional. I prefer not to have someone else’s ad showing on my video. There are 

strategies where you can buy your own ads on your video. This is an advanced technique.  

 

 

http://yourwebsite/
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 Advanced Setting Tab 

 Check allow comments [ALL] 

 Check can vote on comments 

 License and Rights Ownership [Standard YouTube License] 

 Syndication Everywhere 

 Caption Certification Leave as [Select One] 

 Distribution Options 

 Check Allow embedding 
 Check notify subscribers 

 Video Location: Enter your geographic address and hit search 

 Recording Date: Today 

 3D Video No Preference 

 Video Statistics: Optional, I recommend leave it checked as I believe it looks friendlier. 

 

 Check at bottom to make sure your work is saved. 

Ingredients #3 Uploading Your Transcript 

 I Will Edit The Automated Transcript 

 You can edit the automated transcript that loads with your video. It’s not pretty and it 

will take some time to edit this transcript yourself. 

 

 I Had My Video Transcribed 

 Click on the video manager button 

 Use the Edit ‘Drop Down’ arrow next to your video. Select Subtitles & CC 

 Click on Add new subtitles or CC 

 Choose Your Language [English] 

 Choose Your File (transcription) 

 Click Upload 

 Click Publish 

 

 [Optional] Close Caption Transcription 

While it’s not a written rule… have both types of transcriptions helps with your SEO. I consider it 

an unwritten rule that if YouTube give you the opportunity to add search engine optimization 

content, by all means do it! Search Fivver for transcribers that do both transcript & CC for one 

price. 

 

 Same steps as above EXCEPT chose your file for Closed Caption. 
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Ingredients #4 Socialization – Start Spreading the Word!  

 View your uploaded video in its entirety (Use Google Incognito Also) 

 Like your video (give it a thumbs up!) 

 Ask other people to you know to watch your video 

 Use the long link in the URL and not the short link for sharing your video 

 Remember to ask them to watch it all the way to the end 

 Ask them to leave a comment 

 Ask them to share 

 Respond to their comments 

 Send an email to your list announcing your new video 

 Post video on Facebook  

(The auto post feature only gives you enough characters for a Twitter post. So by manual sharing on 

Facebook you can customize the posting) 

 Post your video to Pintrest 

 Post your video to Instagram 

 Post to any other sphere of influence you have: LinkedIn, StumbleUpon, Blogger, Digg, etc. 

 Post to your blog 

Be Consistent 

Make more video and repeat this process on a regular basis: 1x a week, 1x a month. Doesn’t matter as 

long as it’s good content on a consistent basis.  

Disclaimer: 

Nothing is set in stone. Upload, test, measure, and adjust as needed. Adjusting your SEO is all part of the 

process of seeing what works. Keep an eye on your videos and make adjustments as needed.  

 


